Kodak i600 Series Scanners Firmware Release Note
Version 4.0.3 Summary – New
- Enable FW patch to allow elevator to stay up with when 'beep and
pause' multifeed behavior.
(Contact local Service if more information. This feature can not be
enabled by the user.)
Version 4.0.2 Summary – New
- Vista 32 Support *
- Sequential counter can now be used without printing *
- Korean and Russian language support *
- ‘Add Border’ option available for Autocropped images *
- Blank Page Deletion *
Improvements
- Further Reduction in Start time
- Eliminated black border on trail edge of small documents when using
fixed cropping
- Improved multifeed detection
- Removed resolution restrictions (Bitonal Resolution <
Color/Greyscale Resolution) *
* Access to this feature requires CD 4.2 for updated ISIS and TWAIN device drivers
Version 3.0.3 Summary – New
- Added Third Multifeed Detection Behavior (Warn and Pause)
- Added End Of Job Function to the Scanner (Press Red Button Twice)
Improvements
- Reduced Start and Stop Times
- Corrected a condition where the print string sequential counter would
reset after a multifeed or paper jam
Version 2.0.4 Summary - New
- Added Automatic Color Detection capability.
- Added independent control of the three ultrasonic multifeed detection
sensors.
- Added support for documents up to 34 inches in length.
- Added 100 and 250 sheet elevator positions.
Improvements
- Improved Katakana font.
- Corrected a potential problem where the scanner could return an error
to a command received while the elevator was descending.
- Improved ability to detect very dark documents.
- Corrected a potential problem with Electronic Color Dropout when the
‘Enhanced’ box is unchecked.
- Improved aggressive cropping results on 100 dpi rotated color images.
- Productivity enhancement to allow the next scan operation to be
initiated while the elevator is descending to the ‘home’ position.

Kodak i600 Series Scanners Firmware Release Note
Version 1.0.35 Summary
- Original Customer Release

